‘Tis the Season
to Save on

SECURITY

Close out 2018
with exceptional

Close out 2018 and start 2019 with a secure, protiftable
forecourt! Gilbarco Veeder-Root has a variety of security
solutions that can be tailored to your needs. Please contact
your local ASC or distributor for more info.

SAVINGS!

Normal
NET

Dispenser
Entry Protection

10% Off
NET

25% Off
NET
15% Off
NET

Up to

25%
off!

Custom Locks

*Promotion is active from 12/10-12/21

Screen Protector
Kit

Ultra-Hi
Encrypted
Pulser

HD Meter

Product Guide

Dispenser Entry Protection

Just like a car’s security alarm, our Door Entry Detection
System alerts you instantly anytime an unauthorized
entry is attempted. Combined with Insite360® for
Encore, retailers can remotely disable a unit – stopping
thieves immediately stopping the crime from proceeding.
Furthermore, the sensors can be conﬁgured to alert the
cashier of the tamper attempt. The Reinforced Lower
Panel provides a secure shield to ward off criminals.
It uses heavy-duty steel and scissor-type locking
mechanism to keep thieves out. Even professional bolt
cutters are no match this security strategy.

Custom Locks

Gilbarco has created the factory-installed Custom Lock
option as the solution to prevent unauthorized access,
damage to your dispensers and possibly your brand.
Gilbarco’s Custom Locks have a two-fold beneﬁt to prevent
tamper events. Gilbarco’s custom locks and keys are
conﬁgured speciﬁcations you control. Additionally, thieves
prefer easy targets. Gilbarco’s Custom Locks are anti-drill
and made of hardened steel – resistant to corrosion.

HD Meter
Screen Protector Kit

Fuel dispenser screens are the key to bringing traffic inside
your store. Protect your investment against damage and
vandalism with Gilbarco screen protectors. The film is
made with the same materials used to protect NASCAR
windshields. Simply lay the protective layers over the
dispenser screens and peel away for a fresh, clean surface.

The HD Meter allows you to keep more
of your fuel and your money with its
ability to reduce drift by 50% over
standard meters. Stroke control from
positive stops on the piston and end
cover eliminates fuel over-delivery and
reduces calibrations to reduce drift and
save thousands in profit.
The HD Meter allows you to keep more
of your fuel and your money with its
ability to reduce drift by 50% over
standard meters. Stroke control from
positive stops on the piston and end
cover eliminates fuel over-delivery and
reduces calibrations to reduce drift and
save thousands in profit.

Ultra-Hi
Encrupted Pulser
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